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Malorie Sinclair once dreamed about a life without
vampires, imagining a world where she was just a
normal girl and she didn't have to move every couple
of months as she and her father hunted the vampire
hordes. When she was nineteen vast numbers of the
cold-blooded creatures suddenly vanished and she
was able to finally breathe. And for almost six years
she struggled to forge a new life for herself and her
young son, trying to be normal even as the little
voice whispered in her ear that it wasn't over. It
wasn't. She discovers that there's a creature even
more powerful than the cold and dead vampires she
had hunted as a girl, a creature that teems with life
and vitality and fangs. Unable to resist the allure of
this new hot-blooded vamp, she learns that her
father hasn't been entirely honest about her true
nature. But the hot-blooded vampire knows what she
is and now that he has tasted her he's never going to
let her go.
MY CAPTIVE. MY MATE. MY PRIZE. I didn’t order
the capture of the beautiful American she-wolf. I
didn’t buy her from the traffickers. I didn’t even plan
to claim her. But no male shifter could have
withstood the test of a full moon and a locked room
with Sedona, naked and shackled to the bed. I lost
control, not only claiming her, but also marking her,
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and leaving her pregnant with my wolfpup. I won’t
keep her prisoner, as much as I’d like to. I allow her
to escape to the safety of her brother’s pack. But
once marked, no she-wolf is ever really free. I will
follow her to the ends of the Earth, if I must. Sedona
belongs to me. Publisher’s Note: Alpha’s Prize is a
stand-alone book in the Bad Boy Alphas series. HEA
guaranteed, no cheating. This book contains a hot,
demanding alpha wolf with a penchant for protecting
and dominating his female. If such material offends
you, do not buy this book.
One look will change their lives forever Lingerie
designer Alicia Clarkson just had to open her stupid
mouth. After defending a fellow pack mate, Alicia’s
been blindfolded, tied up, and carted off to the
scarred cowboy alpha of the Oregon pack—Gavin
MacKellen. However, the blindfold doesn’t come off
as Gavin reveals he’s searching for a mate and he
wants to keep his face hidden. Just what happened
to the mysterious alpha? He talks to her from
shadowy corners and behind closed doors, but when
they're near an explosive magnetism draws them
together. Alicia and Gavin settle on an
agreement—thirty days for them to get to know each
other. But Gavin knows no good woman would ever
want to look at his face after the incident he suffered.
One look at Alicia sends all his plans out the window.
The woman’s beauty has stunned him speechless.
Will she be the one to stand in the face of a monster
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and accept him for what he is? The MacKellen
Alphas series is a suspenseful erotic thriller that will
keep you reading late into the night. With rich
environments and captivating characters, The
Loneliest Alpha will draw you in and never let you
go. With nearly a million books downloaded, it's easy
to see why T. A. Grey's romances are books to get
lost in. Buy The Loneliest Alpha to watch "a cowboy
beast" get tamed by "beauty."
Hanna MacKellen has landed in a heap of trouble.
No longer married to her adulterous mate, she has
moved on with her life and is finally enjoying some
excitement that she's missed out on for years. After
a date with a lykaen prince goes fatally wrong,
Hanna finds herself in the hands of French-Canadian
enemies. Worse, she's gotten her crush Alex
Thompson in the thick of it too.Alex is a man of
danger and dark secrets. He keeps his emotions
locked away, especially from Hanna, a woman he
views as different from him. She's educated and
sophisticated, and he has a criminal past and a
deadbeat dad. Women like her simply did not mix
with men like him. Together they wind up on the
adventure of a lifetime. On top of it all, Hanna's heart
is in jeopardy of falling in love with the wrong kind of
man, and she doesn't know if she can stop it from
happening, or if she even wants to. The MacKellen
Alphas series are suspenseful erotic thrillers that will
keep you reading late into the night. With rich
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environments and captivating characters, The Silent
Princess will draw you in and never let you go. With
nearly a million books downloaded, it's easy to see
why T. A. Grey's romances are books to get lost in.
Book 2 in Terry Spear's Silver Town Wolf Series She
may be his destiny, but she's not his first choice
Hospital nurse and newly turned red werewolf Carol
Woods is being pressured by her pack leader to find
a mate, but he's the only guy in the pack who
remotely attracts her. Why is he playing so hard to
get? The fate of the pack rests on his shoulders
Gray pack leader Ryan McKinley doesn't want
anything to do with Carol unless she's willing to
embrace her wolf nature-no matter how beautiful she
is. But when a virus infects the local lupus garou
pack, Ryan realizes just how wrong he's been not to
seize the moment with the woman he's come to love.
And now, it may be too late... Silver Town Wolf
Series: Destiny of the Wolf (Book 1) Wolf Fever
(Book 2) Dreaming of the Wolf (Book 3) Silence of
the Wolf (Book 4) A Silver Wolf Christmas (Book 5)
Praise for Terry Spear's To Tempt the Wolf : "Ms.
Spear's has spun a web of drama that pulled me in...
Get it; read it; you'll love it!" -Romance Reader at
Heart "A paranormal romp that sizzles! Actionpacked romance and suspense-filled plot add up to
pure magic. I couldn't turn the pages fast enough.
Terry Spear is a great addition to the paranormal
genre!" -Armchair Interviews
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In Temptation by Fire by Tiffany Allee, Ava has a
vision of a man's violent death, and experience tells
her she can't stop it from happening. For once, she's
wrong. She saves him, but in doing so enters a world
of manipulative demons and the men who hunt
them. Driven by the memory of his murdered family,
Karson toils in the violent, thankless fight against
demonkind. Masquerading as humans, demons are
always a step ahead. But just when he thinks
vengeance will be his, Ava shatters his plans and
twists his focus. Her powers have pushed her away
from human contact, but this tattooed hunter with a
battered heart draws Ava in. Working with the pretty
little psychic is a challenge Karson can handle. But
keeping his hands off of her is nearly impossible.
With demons on their trail and Ava determined to
make things right, keeping his heart safe will be just
as tough as keeping Ava alive.
From a USA TODAY Bestselling Author: Read the
first three books in the sexy & delightful Kategan
Alphas series with this action-packed bundle. These
hot romances will keep the pages flying in three funfilled, smoking-hot books that have it all: a tight-knit
family, new love, healing, humor, and plenty of
suspense and action. Read to see why nearly one
million copies of T. A. Grey's spicy romances have
been sold and watch as the "paranormal" meets
"contemporary" in this addicting series. MATING
CYCLE (Book One) Each year lykaen princess
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Sarina Brunes goes through her mating cycle—a
powerful force that makes the desire to mate nearly
inescapable. When Sarina is sent away by her father
to endure the mating cycle alone, she never expects
a sexy Alpha to come to her doorstep. When Alpha
Vane Kategan stumbles upon Sarina in the midsts of
her cycle, he is determined to help her, if only to
ease her pain. However, she denies them both what
they so desperately want. But Vane won’t give up
on his seduction until they both find bliss. What
neither of them count on is falling in love. Right when
they need each other the most, they are torn apart
by her father’s cruelty. Now Sarina must fight to be
with the one she loves and risk losing the only family
she has left in the process. Can Sarina escape her
father’s grasp for the arms of the man she loves?
DARK AWAKENING (Book Two) Once a vibrant
woman, Alison Bennson suffered a terrible trauma at
the hands of her ex. When her ex crashes back into
her life with terrifying consequences, Alison must
turn to the Kategans for help. Rome Kategan has
been a haunting thought in Alison's mind ever since
she met the grinning rogue. If only she was the
woman she used to be she could relax and enjoy the
handsome male with the winsome smile and easy
humor, but instead she is haunted by the past and
fearful for the future. With a past like hers, it's easy
to see why. Fraught with pain, the emergence of her
violent ex could only spell one thing for
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Alison--death. But Rome Kategan swears to protect
Alison with a passionate vow that frightens Alison
almost more than her past. Can she heal and accept
new love and the opportunities it brings forth?
WICKED SURRENDER (Book Three) The sight of
her happily mated brothers has Vera biting her nails
in frustration. When the opportunity arises for her to
get away from it all she takes it—with one
catch—Jackson Marsh. Jackson Marsh has been a
pain in her rear-end from the moment she laid eyes
on human soldier. In order to repair his broken trust
with her brother Rome, Jackson "Jacks" Marsh has
agreed to accompany Vera as she heads into enemy
vampire territory to negotiate a treaty between the
Kategan Pack and the vampires. The change of
scenery doesn’t do anything to help Vera’s mood
for there was one thing she didn’t think about when
she came up with her brilliant plan—seeing her ex
vampire lover. Now with her ex vying for her
affections again and Jackson sending her heart and
mind through a loop, Vera must decide who she
wants. But with a heart that's never properly healed,
this won't be an easy decision to make. In the midst
of all the chaos, a vampire clan is threatening to take
Kategan land. Together Vera and Jackson must fight
to save Kategan land while trying to save each other
from falling in love. Download The Kategan Alphas
Vol. 1 to read a sizzling, interconnected romance
series filled with everything you could delightful
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about romance: drama, action, adventure, humorous
banter, and white-hot connections that cannot be
denied between these true life mates.
A Runaway Heiress Lady Christina Delafield was as
bold as she was beautiful. When her overbearing
grandfather threatened to tame her in a Swiss
finishing school, Christina stowed away on the first
ship leaving London harbor, determined to make her
own way in life. But the mysterious captain of the
Dragon's Lair was a seductive reason to relinquish
her independence-and embrace desire. A
Gentleman Pirate Drexell Cain had lived for four
years as the merciless Black Dragon, the scourge of
the seas. Bent on rescuing his brother from the
British Navy, Drex would do anything to return him to
his wife and son in Louisiana-even kidnap the Lord
Admiral's granddaughter for ransom. A lovely blonde
stowaway was an unexpected complication, until he
discovered her real identity-and her passionate claim
on his lonely heart.
For years, Penelope Farris, has been narrowly
escaped the soul-searing gaze of General Ryon
Amadeus Ward. No other in the village has the kind
of reputation he had: for being a true dominant.
When she learns that the overly-possessive Ryon
plans to fight any male competitors on Penelope's
first Claiming Day—she is not happy. To win the
Claiming is to win the female as a mate. Immediately
following the male winning the female, he then
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consummates their partnership with a wild coupling
filled with dominance and mind-numbing pleasure.
But Penelope doesn't think she wants Ryon. He's too
big, too strong, too dominating, too everything for
her. She wants someone a touch more submissive in
her life. The days preceding her Claiming Day offers
Penelope and Ryon the opportunity to test the bonds
of their attraction to each other. Her greatest fear is
of being caged by a man, but can Ryon let her run
free even if it tears out his own heart to do it?
Venkat Iyer was living a fast-paced life in the IT world in
Mumbai when he decided to stop and take a long, hard look
at where he was headed. Disheartened by his stressful
existence in the city, he decided to give it all up and take up
organic farming in a small village near Mumbai. But it wasn't
easy. With no experience in agriculture, his journey was
fraught with uncertainty. He soon went from negotiating tough
clients, strict deadlines and traffic to looking forward to his
first bumper crop of moong. As he battled erratic weather
conditions and stubborn farm animals, he discovered a world
with fresh air and organic food, one where he could lead a
more wholesome existence. At times hilarious, and other
times profound, this book follows his extraordinary story.
Robert Charles Wilson, says The New York Times, "writes
superior science fiction thrillers." His Darwinia won Canada's
Aurora Award; his most recent novel, The Chronoliths, won
the prestigious John W. Campbell Memorial Award. Now he
tells a gripping tale of alien contact and human love in a
mysterious but hopeful universe. At Blind Lake, a large
federal research installation in northern Minnesota, scientists
are using a technology they barely understand to watch
everyday life in a city of lobster like aliens upon a distant
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planet. They can't contact the aliens in any way or understand
their language. All they can do is watch. Then, without
warning, a military cordon is imposed on the Blind Lake site.
All communication with the outside world is cut off. Food and
other vital supplies are delivered by remote control. No one
knows why. The scientists, nevertheless, go on with their
research. Among them are Nerissa Iverson and the man she
recently divorced, Raymond Scutter. They continue to work
together despite the difficult conditions and the bitterness
between them. Ray believes their efforts are doomed; that
culture is arbitrary, and the aliens will forever be an enigma.
Nerissa believes there is a commonality of sentient thought,
and that our failure to understand is our own ignorance, not a
fact of nature. The behavior of the alien she has been
tracking seems to be developing an elusive narrative
logic--and she comes to feel that the alien is somehow,
impossibly, aware of the project's observers. But her time is
running out. Ray is turning hostile, stalking her. The military
cordon is tightening. Understanding had better come soon....
Blind Lake is a 2004 Hugo Award Nominee for Best Novel.
Summer seemed to arrive at that moment, with its mysterious
mixture of salt, cold flesh and fuel. Nick and her cousin,
Helena, have grown up sharing sultry summer heat,
sunbleached boat docks, and midnight gin parties on
Martha's Vineyard in a glorious old family estate known as
Tiger House. In the days following the end of the Second
World War, the world seems to offer itself up, and the two
women are on the cusp of their 'real lives': Helena is off to
Hollywood and a new marriage, while Nick is heading for a
reunion with her own young husband, Hughes, about to
return from the war. Soon the gilt begins to crack. Helena's
husband is not the man he seemed to be, and Hughes has
returned from the war distant, his inner light curtained over.
On the brink of the 1960s, back at Tiger House, Nick and
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Helena--with their children, Daisy and Ed--try to recapture
that sense of possibility. But when Daisy and Ed discover the
victim of a brutal murder, the intrusion of violence causes
everything to unravel. The members of the family spin out of
their prescribed orbits, secrets come to light, and nothing
about their lives will ever be the same. Brilliantly told from five
points of view, with a magical elegance and suspenseful dark
longing, Tigers in Red Weather is an unforgettable debut
novel from a writer of extraordinary insight and
accomplishment.
Three Fates. Three Sisters. Best selling paranormal romance
at Hotheaded succubus Willow Bellum doesn't take kindly to
being given to the Alpha of the shapeshifters. When the will
from her dead father puts Willow under the Alpha's protection,
she runs. Yet no matter how hard or fast she runs, he always
seems to catch her. And with each stolen moment together,
Willow finds herself relenting to his quick smile and
passionate kisses more and more. When the Alpha finally
captures his feisty succubus, he proceeds with a full-on
seduction meant to weaken her defenses. Alpha Lyonis
Keelan hasn't made his way to position of Alpha lightly and
Willow's defiance to his touch only makes him more
determined to win her. Because whether she wants it or not,
Willow is his mate and he plans to keep her no matter what.
As their love struggles to take hold, an ancient demon stalks
Willow. Unable to rest until it sees her dead, Willow and
Lyonis must stand together or risk losing everything.
"Dark, steamy, and perfect--Renee Rose has mastered this
genre." ~USA Today Bestselling Author Alta Hensley I
WARNED HER. I told her not to set foot in my casino again. I
told her to stay away. Because if I see her around my suite
again, I’ll claim her as my own. And once I make her mine,
I’m not gonna set her free. I’m king of the Vegas
underground and I take what I want. So she'd better run. Stay
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the hell away from my casino. Or I’ll never let her go. King of
Diamonds is a stand-alone mafia romance in the Vegas
Underground series. No cheating, no cliffhangers.
He can't keep his hands off of her,But he can't have
her.When Dominic Blackmoore mistakes Felicity Shaw as the
mate he's supposed to marry, he can't resist the curvy, sexy
woman. As the head of the Blackmoore household running
for vampire and were council, he needs a suitable mate--a
mate with money, power, and clout. And a wedding planner
just won't do the trick--even though she keeps his heart
racing and his body begging for more.Felicity needs
work--and the Blackmoore wedding is the Holy Grail of
events. She has to keep her mind on the game--and her
hands off the groom. Easier said than done. The pull and
connection Felicity and Dom feel for one another trumps all
political propaganda. And when one terrible and irreparable
lies seals both of their fates, everything they've worked for is
threatened. Now, they're both in the race of their lives.Read
the Untouchables series today!Take Me (Book 1)Tempting
Gray (Book 2)Merely Immortal (Book 3)Rogue Blood (Book
4)Have you read my USA TODAY Bestselling Bellum Sisters
Series? If you love fun, adventure, and quite a bit of steam,
you'll love meeting the Bellum Sisters!Get the USA TODAY
Bestselling Bellum Sisters Bundle today!Chains of Frost
(Book 1)Bonds of Fire (Book 2)Ties That Bind (Book 3)The
Fallen King (Book 4)* Sign up for T. A. Grey's newsletter to
receive the latest info on new releases and more at
tagrey.com. *PRAISE for T. A. Grey's Books:"Ms. Grey's
world is not only magical, but erotic, enchanted, and deadly.
In addition to the fiercely passionate female characters, Grey
creates a fresh cast of male counterpoints who are seductive,
gritty, rugged, and noble." Vampire and Immortal Books"What
a hot sexy read! Jace by T.A. Grey is the first book of her
Bodyguards for Hire Series and I have to say I want more! A
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contemporary romance with some sizzling erotica, lots of witty
moments, a dash of danger and a couple you can't help but
love, this book has it all." The Reading Cafe"This story will
yank you in and hold you hostage until the very last word. It's
a page turner that has captivating characters, interesting plot
lines and danger around every twist." Reviewing
Vixens"Bonds of Fire is ... a wonderful story, moving fast and
never stopping for anything." Night Owl Romance"The Bellum
Sisters series ... was a revelation! I instantly fell in love with
the whole story and particularly with the characters. I found
everything I love in a PNR story with the Bellum Sisters
series." Proserpine Craving"I love how slow their relationship
is to build because of Gavin's insecurities (no insta love), and
I love how feisty Alicia is. I thoroughly enjoyed reading about
Gavin and will definitely pick up the next books." USA
TODAY, HEA Blog"This girl knows how to write a flawed
alpha male..." Close Encounters of the Night Kind
From New York Times bestselling author Candace Camp
comes the second delicious novel in her trilogy of Scottish
historical romances, Secrets of the Loch. Damon, the earl of
Mardoun, is smitten the moment he meets Meg, the village
healer—but she rejects every advance from the earl, and will
have none of him, even if he is the most handsome man
she’s ever laid eyes on. But when unforeseen circumstances
bring them together, her conviction begins to fade… Damon’s
daughter falls gravely ill, and distraught, he turns to Meg for
help. During the course of nursing his beloved daughter back
to health, Meg and Damon fall madly in love, but they both
know an earl must wed a noble bride. And Meg will be no
man’s mistress. Will the two lovers overcome the seemingly
insurmountable odds and be together at last? Find out in this
sweeping, romantic novel in which love is the greatest
treasure of all.
The Kategan Alphas Volume 2 consists of the last three
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books in The Kategan Alphas series. In this paranormal erotic
romance volume you will receive Eternal Temptation, Dark
Seduction, and Tempting Whispers. Eternal
TemptationFierce, troubled brother, Darien Kategan now
leads his life in solitude. Shut off from his family, he lives only
in a past that haunts his every breathing moment. But on the
path to recover himself and move on with his life, he finds a
woman hurt on his land. Something about this woman will not
allow him to walk away. Instead he takes her in, even against
his better judgment.A woman running from a horrible secret,
Cassie Wilks has no place to run to and no family to help her.
When she passes out on a troubled lykaen's land, she
decides she wants to learn more about this dark giant of a
man. But time ticks by, bringing her dangerous secret closer
and closer. Her attraction to the dark lykaen brings sensual
passion into play and brings forth new experiences for both of
them. As Cassie's secret draws near, her passion pushes
Darien to release his demons and embrace love. But will
Darien be able to accept Cassie's salvation before time is
up?Dark SeductionWhen a lunatic vampire escapes from
prison, Dmetri Demidov is called in to help protect the
Kategans. After all, out of all the Justicars he was the only
one who used to have an intimate relationship with one of the
Kategans. Dmetri's grumbling over having to "babysit" the
Kategans is quickly extinguished though when he meets the
pack's healer--Christine Barrows. Suddenly Dmetri can't recall
why he preferred chic, classy women when he sees Christine.
She is rough, wild, and so sexy she drives him crazy. Having
her once isn't enough, and for whatever reason'he wants
more.Christine Barrows has one goal in life--to mate with an
alpha. When the sexy and exotic Russian vampire comes into
the pack and chases after her, Christine doesn't know what to
do. She loves the way she feels in his arms, loves disarming
his cool facade, but she can't ignore her goal no matter how
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her heart feels.As the danger grows around the Kategans,
Dmetri and Christine wind up in the middle of a dangerous
game. Dmetri is forced by one short woman to question his
feelings on the one thing he's never
experienced--love.Tempting WhispersIn the final installment
to the Kategan Alphas series, Vanessa Kategan is a
desperate woman. She's got no job, no money, no place to
go and to top it all off she's on the run. That is, until she runs
into the irritating, thought-consuming vampire Brayden. Now
he's forcing her to accept his help and she takes it even
knowing her heart is on the line. The vampire can make her
body burn one minute and her temper explode the next. Yet,
she's drawn to him like no other.Brayden lives his life by
codes. One of those codes is to protect those who can't
protect themselves. When Vanessa Kategan rolls into his
town he can't deny the urge to help her, nor can he keep his
hands off of her. Soon, the walls are closing in on them. Time
is running out, people are showing up dead, and Brayden's
not sure if he can keep Vanessa safe through it all.
Dark awakening: Once a vibrant woman, Alison Bennson
suffered a terrible trauma at the hands of her ex. When her
excrashes back into her life with terrifying consequences,
Alison must turn to the Kategans for help. Rome Kategan has
been a haunting thought in her mind ever since she met the
grinning rogue. If only she was the woman she used to be
she could relax and enjoy the sexy male, but instead she is
haunted by the past and fearful for the future.

MINE TO PROTECT. MINE TO PUNISH. MINE. I’m a
lone wolf, and I like it that way. Banished from my birth
pack after a bloodbath, I never wanted a mate. Then I
meet Kylie. My temptation. We’re trapped in an elevator
together, and her panic almost makes her pass out in my
arms. She’s strong, but broken. And she’s hiding
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something. My wolf wants to claim her. But she’s
human, and her delicate flesh won't survive a wolf's
mark. I'm too dangerous. I should stay away. But when I
discover she's the hacker who nearly took down my
company, I demand she submit to my punishment. And
she will. Kylie belongs to me. Publisher’s Note: Alpha’s
Temptation is a stand-alone book in the Bad Boy Alphas
series. HEA guaranteed, no cheating.
* * Paranormal erotic romance from a USA TODAY
Bestselling Author * * Once a vibrant woman, Alison
Bennson suffered a terrible trauma in the past. When her
past crashes back into her life, Alison must turn to the
Kategans for help. Rome Kategan has been a haunting
thought in her mind ever since she met the grinning
rogue. If only she was the woman she used to be she
could enjoy the sexy male, but instead she is haunted
and fearful for the future.Her past has emerged with
vengeance and with one purpose in mind for Alisondeath. Rome Kategan swears to protect Alison with a
passionate determination that frightens Alison almost
more than her past. Now, in the midst of danger, Rome
must protect the woman he loves and convince her to be
his mate.Other Books Available By T. A. Grey: THE
KATEGAN ALPHAS-Breeding Cycle-Dark AwakeningWicked Surrender-Eternal Temptation-Dark SeductionTempting WhispersTHE UNTOUCHABLES-Take
MeTHE BELLUM SISTERS SERIES-Chains of FrostBonds of Fire-Ties That Bind-The Fallen
KingSTANDALONE-Midnight Sex Shop-Capturing Jeron
-Evernight Romance Anthology-Ecstasy Overload (free)
A crafter of artisan teddy bears, former homicide
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detective Brad Lyon, along with his wife, takes his
creations to a big-time bear show in Baltimore where
tempers run high and chaos ensues when a fellow
designer, accused of stealing ideas, drops dead after
using her asthma inhaler. Original.
When darkness falls, monsters come to play. Heat.
Claws. Teeth. They rake over your body and draw you
in. There is no one here but you and them; only their
breath on your neck and your pulse throbbing in your
veins. They creep from the shadows, from the darkest of
dreams. They are here to take. Conquer. Claim. You
know what they are, and terror seizes your breath. But
you open yourself to the monsters. And you let them in.
Ten exceedingly sexy short romances that will give you
goosebumps in all the right places. Reticent Desire
Publications and the monster-loving readers’ group,
Monsters, Demons & Knotting, oh My! is thrilled to
present this limited-edition anthology featuring steamy
encounters with creatures both paranormal and alien.
Our guys may be monsters—but this Halloween, your
heart won’t be all they’ll eat…. *PARTICIPATING
AUTHORS* Isoellen Ophelia Bell Nora Ash L.V. Lane
Leann Ryans Godiva Glenn Leslie Chase V.T. Bonds
Merel Pierce Cass Alex
SHE WOULD DIE FOR HIS TOUCH. Rockstar and
playboy, Lucas Blackmoore is still reeling with grief after
the death of the one woman he loved—a human he
desired with all of his being. But when Lucas is suddenly
drawn to a young and mysterious were-creature who has
no recollection of her past and only fears for her future,
Lucas is hellbent on helping her. His instincts scream
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that she is his mate, but how could that be, when his
mate was dead? Buy Merely Immortal and see why
nearly one million readers have chosen T. A. Grey's
romances to get lost in.
Each year lykaen princess Sarina Brunes goes through
her breeding cycle-a powerful force that makes the
desire to mate nearly inescapable. When Sarina is sent
away by her father to endure the breeding cycle alone,
she never expects a sexy Alpha to come to her doorstep.
When Alpha Vane Kategan stumbles upon Sarina in her
breeding cycle, he is determined to help her, if only to
ease her pain. However, she denies them both what they
so desperately want. But Vane won't give up on his
seduction until they both find bliss. What neither of them
count on is falling in love. Right when they need each
other the most, they are torn apart by her father's cruelty.
Now Sarina must fight to be with the one she loves and
risk losing the only family she has left in the process.
Can Sarina escape her father's grasp for the arms of the
man she loves?
[WARNING: Chains of Frost is an erotic, fun adventure
filled with potion making, alpha men, a vampire with a
temper, and some succubus sisters not afraid to fight.]
Three Fates. Three Sisters. When a will from her dead
father decrees Chloe into the protection of the renowned
vampire commander, Tyrian en Kulev, she does what
any woman would do—and casts a spell. Things get
worse for Chloe when the spell she and her sisters
perform summons an ancient demon from deep within
the earth. Now she's being hunted by a demon set on
killing her and must live at the aptly named Castle Death
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with the king of cold, Tyrian. Surprisingly, Chloe finds
that she doesn’t mind her new Protector so much. His
cold, impassionate nature needs a firm push to show his
true colors, and Chloe thinks she’s just the one to do it.
Tyrian en Kulev always pays his debts. When Francis
Bellum dies and orders Tyrian to act as his eldest
daughter’s Protector, Tyrian resigns himself to the
position. What should have been a simple deal--keep her
in the castle, protect her--has turned difficult. Chloe
comes to him with a demon trying to kill her and a sexy
attitude that keeps invading his thoughts everywhere he
goes. The little succubus easily grabs hold of the heart
he’d kept locked away for so long and makes him feel
once again. But can they defeat the demon that haunts
her and can Tyrian overcome his past and move on to a
new future with Chloe?
In a world where nightmares stalk the earth and the few
survivors must battle the vampire legions of the Ebon
Cities, a team of soldiers races to save mankind when a
traitor threatens to destroy the future of humanity.
Southern Claw warlock Eric Cross is a member of Viper
Squad, and his mission is to pursue the witch called Red
across the wastelands. His hunt takes him through
haunted forests and blighted tundra, into war-torn cities
and to the edge of a twisted necropolis. And before the
journey is done Cross will uncover the dark origins of
magic, and learn the true meaning of sacrifice...
'Brilliantly written and totally gripping. I loved it' S J
Watson, author of Before I Go to Sleep on Tideline Have
you committed a crime ... or are you the victim of one?
Driving down to the cottage in Southwold she's newly
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inherited from her Aunty May, Ellie senses she is on the
edge of something new. The life she's always dreamed
of living as a successful artist seems as though it is
about to begin. So excited is she that she barely notices
when the car bumps against something on the road. That
evening Ellie hears a news flash on the radio. A man
was seriously injured in a hit and run on the very road
she was driving down that evening. Then Ellie
remembers the thump she heard. Could she have been
responsible for putting a man in hospital? Unable to hold
the doubts at bay, she decides to visit the victim to lay
her mind to rest, little knowing that the consequences of
this decision will change her life forever. From the
acclaimed author of Tideline, The Darkening Hourand
the forthcoming AStranger in my House.
This is the entire series put into one book. Paperback
edition.They took too much.Left too little.I had nothing to
lose...until him.*****************~Lana~I didn't expect him.I
didn't want to fall in love.But I can't let him go.Logan Bennett
makes the world a safer place.He's brilliant.He's a hero.He
locks away the sick and depraved.But while he's saving lives,
I'm taking them. Collecting the debts that are owed to me.Ten
years ago, they took from me. They left me for dead.They
should have made sure I stayed dead.Now I'm taking from
them.One name at a time.I've trained for too long.I've been
patient.I can't stop now.Revenge is best served cold...They
never see me coming, until I paint their walls red.Logan
doesn't know how they hurt me. He doesn't know about the
screams they ignored. He doesn't know how twisted that town
really is.He just knows people are dying.He doesn't know he's
in love with their killer.No one suspects a dead girl.And Logan
doesn't suspect the girl in his bed.They're looking for a
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monster.Not a girl who loves red.Not a girl in love.I'm a
faceless nightmare.At least until I tell them the story they've
pretended never happened.But in the end, will Logan choose
them? Or will we watch them burn together?**Graphic**Adult
language**Some triggers could be too much for the easily
disturbed reader**Sexual content**Fucked up moral
compass; read at your own risk.
*Book 2 of the EXALTED series.* Mena, an Exalted trainee,
is the on the other side of a difficult choice: to leave the
United Republic of the Saved with Ryker or return with Ethan
and be United. Her decision changes everything . . . things
she never considered. She has to overcome shocking
realizations and tough challenges in the new life she has
chosen. The people she thought she knew are not who she
thought they were. Secrets come to light that were never
meant to be known, by Exalted and citizens alike. The truth
about the Republic is worse than Mena thought possible.
Though she struggles, she continues on her mission to save
the people of the Republic from the emotion-controlling drug
called the Pump and set them free. She will do whatever she
has to do for them and the people she loves.
THE FIRST PSY/CHANGELING NOVEL from the New York
Times bestselling author of Shards of Hope, Shield of Winter,
and Heart of Obsidian... The book that Christine Feehan
called "a must-read for all of my fans." In a world that denies
emotions, where the ruling Psy punish any sign of desire,
Sascha Duncan must conceal the feelings that brand her as
flawed. To reveal them would be to sentence herself to the
horror of “rehabilitation”—the complete psychic erasure of
everything she ever was…Both human and animal, Lucas
Hunter is a Changeling hungry for the very sensations the
Psy disdain. After centuries of uneasy coexistence, these two
races are now on the verge of war over the brutal murders of
several Changeling women. Lucas is determined to find the
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Psy killer who butchered his packmate, and Sascha is his
ticket into their closely guarded society. But he soon
discovers that this ice-cold Psy is very capable of
passion—and that the animal in him is fascinated by her.
Caught between their conflicting worlds, Lucas and Sascha
must remain bound to their identities—or sacrifice everything
for a taste of darkest temptation…
Enter the world of the Dark Dynasties . . . For centuries,
shapeshifting vampire Tynan MacGillivray has prowled the
night as an outcast, valued only for his ferocious hunting
skills. When a feud among the immortals escalates into all-out
war, he is ordered by his ruthless queen to locate a Seer-a
human woman with a special gift-who can secure victory for
their clan. Ty's search leads him to a quiet New England
town, but once he has the Seer in his grasp, her touch
awakens within him a hunger like he's never known . . . Lily
Quinn has always been different. Since childhood, she's had
vivid nightmares and an eerie sixth sense. When a sexy,
silver-eyed stranger demands her help, Lily plunges into a
new world of danger and sensuality. With Ty, she discovers
sizzling passions she cannot deny and powers she cannot
control. Soon, it is clear that Lily is much more than a Seershe holds the key to ancient secrets and unthinkable
destruction. But will a vampire's vow of eternal protection stop
these evil forces . . . or unleash her dark destiny?
From USA TODAY Bestselling Author T. A. Grey comes the
second book in the dark romantic romance series: The
Untouchables. In these woven novels, the infamous
Blackmoore family of royal vampires meet their chosen mates
in forbidden ways that will reveal new mysteries and close old
wounds. Grayson Blackmoore mated Anita Redenver
because his father ordered him to do so. That was 600 years
ago. And since then, the tentative relationship between Gray
and Anita has soured and grown volatile. Out of duty, he
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respects his mate, but love is not in the equation. When a
ruthless murderer kills Anita, Grayson knows he must find
vengeance in her honor. Arabella Donahue is a Were that
can't shift--an anomaly among her people--but she excels at
tracking down anything that moves. Under the orders of "The
Mad Were", Zeke Hunter, Arabella begins working with the
dark, brooding vampire Grayson and soon finds that his stoic,
stalwart nature touches her and a simmering attraction lingers
between them. As Arabella and Grayson join together to fight
evil forces, an explosive passion blossoms from within them.
But if Arabella wants Grayson, she'll have to battle harder
than she ever has for anything in her life. Because before
there will be peace, guilt, retribution, and vengeance must be
dealt with. Read the whole series today! Take Me (Book 1)
Tempting Gray (Book 2) Merely Immortal (Book 3) Rogue
Blood (Book 4) "Ms. Grey’s world is not only magical, but
erotic, enchanted, and deadly. In addition to the fiercely
passionate female characters, Grey creates a fresh cast of
male counterpoints who are seductive, gritty, rugged, and
noble." Vampire and Immortal Books on Take Me "I loved it. It
is a masterfully crafted tale of heartache, vengeance and
passion. One that held me captivated from the beginning to
the end." Night Owl Reviews on Tempting Gray, Top Pick! "I
literally ripped through all of the pages because I was so
excited to see what would happen next! I was that addicted!
But, what I should have kept already in mind before waltzing
into this book was the tragic losses that occurred along the
way..." Kawehi Reviews on Tempting Gray "What a hot sexy
read! Jace by T.A. Grey is the first book of her Bodyguards
for Hire Series and I have to say I want more! A contemporary
romance with some sizzling erotica, lots of witty moments, a
dash of danger and a couple you can’t help but love, this
book has it all." The Reading Cafe on Jace "This story will
yank you in and hold you hostage until the very last word. It's
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a page turner that has captivating characters, interesting plot
lines and danger around every twist." Reviewing Vixens on
Jace "Bonds of Fire is ... a wonderful story, moving fast and
never stopping for anything." Night Owl Romance "The
Bellum Sisters series ... was a revelation! I instantly fell in
love with the whole story and particularly with the characters.
I found everything I love in a PNR story with the Bellum
Sisters series." Proserpine Craving on Chains of Frost "I love
how slow their relationship is to build because of Gavin’s
insecurities (no insta love), and I love how feisty Alicia is. I
thoroughly enjoyed reading about Gavin and will definitely
pick up the next books." USA TODAY, HEA Blog on The
Loneliest Alpha "This girl knows how to write a flawed alpha
male..." Close Encounters of the Night Kind on The Loneliest
Alpha
All Lucy was looking for when she went to her vacation home
was an innocent fling to quell the yearning she had felt since
her husband died four years ago. She never expected her
longtime friend Bram to lure her into a love affair so hot. "This
is one of the best ‘friends become lovers’ stories ever." - All
About Romance Lori Foster's Luring Lucy was previously
published as part of Real Men Last All Night.
“YOU BROKE THE RULES, LITTLE HUMAN. I OWN YOU
NOW.” I am an alpha wolf, one of the youngest in the States.
I can pick any she-wolf in the pack for a mate. So why am I
sniffing around the sexy human attorney next door? The
minute I catch Amber’s sweet scent, my wolf wants to claim
her. Hanging around is a bad idea, but I don’t play by the
rules. Amber acts all prim and proper, but she has a secret,
too. She may not want her psychic abilities, but they’re a gift.
I should let her go, but the way she fights me only makes me
want her more. When she learns what I am, there’s no
escape for her. She’s in my world, whether she likes it or not.
I need her to use her gifts to help recover my missing
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sister—and I won’t take no for an answer. She’s mine now.
Publisher’s Note: Alpha’s Danger is a stand-alone book in
the Bad Boy Alpha’s series. HEA guaranteed, no cheating.
This book contains a hot, demanding alpha wolf with a
penchant for protecting and dominating his female. If such
material offends you, do not buy this book.
From a USA TODAY Bestselling Author comes a delightful
paranormal erotic romance bundle! Immerse yourself back in
the world of hot alpha men, feisty strong women, and neverending action with this 3-book bundle. The Kategan Alphas
Vol. 2 features the final 3 books in the series: Eternal
Temptation (Darien & Cassie), Dark Seduction (Dmetri &
Christine) and Tempting Whispers (Vanessa & Brayden).
Volume 2 features books 4 - 6 in the sexy and heartwarming
Kategan Alphas series! Save $$ when you buy the bundle! If
you like hot, fast-paced books with enthralling heroes who
possessively love their mates, then this series is for you! View
The Kategan Alphas Vol. 1 to get started in this erotic,
paranormal world at http://tinyurl.com/kr8v4za. ETERNAL
TEMPTATION Fierce, troubled brother, Darien Kategan now
leads his life in solitude. Shut off from his family, he lives only
in a past that haunts his every breathing moment. But on the
path to recover himself and move on with his life, he finds a
woman hurt on his land. Something about this woman will not
allow him to walk away. Instead he takes her in, even against
his better judgment. A woman running from a horrible secret,
Cassie Wilks has no place to run to and no family to help her.
When she passes out on a troubled lykaen’s land, she
decides she wants to learn more about this dark giant of a
man. But time ticks by, bringing her dangerous secret closer
and closer. Her attraction to the dark lykaen brings sensual
passion into play and brings forth new experiences for both of
them. As Cassie’s secret draws near, her passion pushes
Darien to release his demons and embrace love. But will
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Darien be able to accept Cassie’s salvation before time is
up? DARK SEDUCTION When a lunatic vampire escapes
from prison, Dmetri Demidov is called in to help protect the
Kategans. After all, out of all the Justicars he was the only
one who used to have an intimate relationship with one of the
Kategans. Dmetri’s grumbling over having to “babysit” the
Kategans is quickly extinguished though when he meets the
pack’s healer—Christine Barrows. Suddenly Dmetri can’t
recall why he preferred chic, classy women when he sees
Christine. She is rough, wild, and so sexy she drives him
crazy. Having her once isn’t enough, and for whatever
reason—he wants more. Christine Barrows has one goal in
life—to mate with an alpha. When the sexy and exotic Russian
vampire comes into the pack and chases after her, Christine
doesn’t know what to do. She loves the way she feels in his
arms, loves disarming his cool façade, but she can’t ignore
her goal no matter how her heart feels. As the danger grows
around the Kategans, Dmetri and Christine wind up in the
middle of a dangerous game. Dmetri is forced by one short
woman to question his feelings on the one thing he’s never
experienced--love. TEMPTING WHISPERS In the final
installment to the Kategan Alphas series, Vanessa Kategan is
a desperate woman. She's got no job, no money, no place to
go and to top it all off she's on the run. That is, until she runs
into the irritating, thought-consuming vampire Brayden. Now
he's forcing her to accept his help and she takes it even
knowing her heart is on the line. The vampire can make her
body burn one minute and her temper explode the next. Yet,
she's drawn to him like no other. Brayden lives his life by
codes. One of those codes is to protect others who can't
protect themselves. When Vanessa Kategan rolls into his
town he can't deny the urge to help her, nor can he keep his
hands off of her. Soon, the walls are closing in on them. Time
is running out, people are showing up dead, and Brayden's
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not sure if he can keep Vanessa safe through it all. ~Discover
more books by T. A. Grey by signing up for my newsletter at
www.tagrey.com.~
It's werewolf mating season. All the males are in heat, and
the driving sexual lust of their beasts is almost uncontrollable.
When Mika finds herself trapped in an alley, surrounded by
four horny werewolves, she knows she's in deep trouble. Until
a tall, handsome werewolf rescues her'then demands
payment. Hot, sweaty, intimate payment.Grady is a half-breed
whose human mother abandoned him to his werewolf father,
so he knows human women just aren't safe to fall in love with.
The wolf within him wants Mika as his mate, but Grady will
not give in. Never. Ever. He's willing to fight his emotions and
his beast, no matter how much sexy Mika tempts him.But
neither of them expected her Uncle Omar to assign Grady to
protect her from other males?24/7, in her home, sleeping just
down the hall. Mika decides to make the best of her vacation
and keep the hot wolf in her bed. Grady can't resist the
scorching sex, but he is determined to resist the bond.
Enormous in scope and vividly imagined, this sensational
thriller--set in a futuristic Islamic America--delivers a powerful
page-turning read filled with riveting characters, violence,
betrayal, and intrigue. Genuinely frightening.--"The New York
Times."
One fateful tail-bender leaves Mara Colgen with a hard-on for
Jace Mathews which is not how Mara anticipated meeting the
hottest man alive. Or, rather, one crappy afternoon
bodyguard Jace gets a rude awakening when some cutesy
blonde rear-ends his beautiful truck. Now he's really in for it.
Mara's pretty, funny, and has the greatest job in the world...
She is a sex toy operator. Just those three words send Jace
into a dream-like coma plagued with erotic imagery featuring
the spunky sex toy operator. As luck would have it for Jace,
nothing's easy. Mara comes to him with a problem...one he
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cannot refuse to help her out with. Someone strange keeps
calling Mara, she thinks someone's been in her house, and
worse Jace might be thinking the same thing. Mara needs
help and Jace finds he's the right man to lend a (strong)
helping hand-so long as they seal the deal with more than a
kiss.
What to Do When Someone Dies is another ingenious thriller
from the best-loved, bestselling author, Nicci French Ellie
Faulkner's world has been destroyed. Her husband Greg died
in a car crash - and he wasn't alone. In the passenger seat
was the body of Milena Livingstone - a woman Ellie's never
heard of. But Ellie refuses to leap to the obvious conclusion,
despite the whispers and suspicions of those around her.
Maybe it's the grief, but Ellie has to find out who this woman
was - and prove Greg wasn't having an affair. And soon she
is chillingly certain their deaths were no accident. Are Ellie's
accusations of murder her way of avoiding the truth about her
marriage? Or does an even more sinister discovery await
her? Praise for Nicci French: 'Relentlessly enjoyable and
gripping from the first page to the last' Evening Standard
'You'll be totally gripped until a very unexpected twist knocks
you for six' Cosmopolitan 'You'll be hooked from the first
page. A compulsive page-turner' Daily Express
Accepting a position as a healer on an alien world, the last
thing Ilexa Dhakir expects is her brothers friend acting as
babysitter. Living with his tribe, she discovers the simplest
acts have massive cultural repercussions. As her feelings for
him deepen, she discovers others are willing to take deadly
measures to drive them apart.
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